ATI Systems Showcased at Two March Industry Events
The industry-leading mass notification provider demonstrated at the Air Force’s
Worldwide Command Post Conference and Industrial Fire World’s Emergency
Responder Conference & Expo
BOSTON – April 1, 2009 – Acoustic Technology, Inc. (ATI Systems) of East Boston,
Massachusetts showcased its emergency warning and mass notification products at two March
industry events. ATI Systems was one of a select group of ten vendors invited to present at the
Air Force’s 2009 Worldwide Command Post Conference in San Antonio, Texas the week of
th
March 15th. The following week, ATI Systems joined Industrial Fire World (IFW) for its 24 annual
Emergency Responder Conference & Expo in nearby Beaumont, Texas. Both events allowed ATI
Systems to display its versatile, industry-leading technology in the mass notification category. For
more information on ATI Systems, please visit www.atisystem.com.
The Command Post Conference is a closed event for the Air Force global community to share
best practices. ATI Systems showcased its advantages to the military, including its field-proven
reliability to deliver mission-critical tone and voice commands through integrated Giant Voice
systems. Through acoustic design and modeling, the systems provide perfect intelligibility for
voice announcements at many military bases around the world.
The IFW Emergency Responder event is the only conference specifically geared to industrial fire
and emergency response. ATI’s plant-wide alerting system and its proprietary acoustic model
were on display to the hundreds of first responders in attendance. The system ensures audibility
and visibility of emergency warnings in industrial locations through indoor and outdoor speaker
systems, strobe lights and LED signage. For over 20 years, ATI Systems has provided consulting
services to 80 percent of the U.S. nuclear utilities and major chemical and petrochemical
companies.
About Acoustic Technology, Inc.
Acoustic Technology, Inc. (ATI Systems) designs, manufactures and installs reliable emergency
warning and notification systems for the College, Community, Industrial and Military markets.
Incorporated in Massachusetts in 1981, ATI Systems developed an innovative wireless system
that provides audible and visual warnings via a simple and compact hardware design, userfriendly software and the latest advances in communication methods, including radio frequency,
IP Ethernet and satellite technology. Through acoustic design and modeling, ATI Systems
provides proper sound coverage and superior voice intelligibility in both outdoor and indoor areas
to ensure the safety of communities worldwide. To learn more about ATI Systems, visit
http://www.atisystem.com.
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